
Selection Process for NCSA Team/Trip – Dublin 2018 

NOTE/DEADLINES: 

Due to the quick turnaround for this trip (departing 2 weeks after the conclusion of NCSAs); applications for both swimmers and 
coaches will be required BEFORE the selection meet. Selected Swimmers and Coaches must be able to accept their positions by the 
conclusion of finals the day they are selected.  

Both swimmers and coaches need to commit to being able to go on the trip (work/school/personal/etc); with eligible passport 
before the meet even starts.  If you want to go, make plans NOW like you are going…  

Travel logistics MUST be finalized 36 hours after the conclusion of NCSA Juniors (Monday morning); so we cannot be waiting for 
commitments, or be scrambling for alternates due to a conflict; additional athletes cannot be added after this point due to someone 
dropping off the roster.  If acceptance is delayed and it is determined by the All-Star Selection Committee that the delay is causing a 
problem for the formation of the team at any time, the next available swimmer or coach will be invited. 

SWIMMERS  

Swimmers must be eligible to represent the USA in international competition, and not affiliated with any other FINA Federation to 
be eligible for the trip.   
 
Swimmers must fill out the contact information application and have paperwork filled out prior to attending the NCSA Juniors in 
Orlando. If selected, must be ready to commit to travel. 
 
1: The first two available swimmers in each individual Olympic event (including 1000 & 1650 for each gender) 
2: A maximum of 26 female and 26 male swimmers will be placed on the team. If less than 26 female and 26 male swimmers are 
selected, additional athletes will be added to fill the roster based on the following criteria in priority order: 
A. 3rd 

 
and 4th available swimmers from the 200 freestyle events.  

B. 3rd 
 
and 4th available swimmers from the 100 freestyle events. 

C. 1st and 2nd available swimmers from remainder of non-Olympic events based on FINA power points 
D. Priority of CONSIDERATION of additional selections will be based on FINA power points from finals swims. 
 
 

COACHES  

Application for all coaching positions is posted on the NCSA website. Application will close on February 1st, 2018. 

Two (2) Head Coaches; 1 Men’s HC, 1 Women’s HC; will be chosen by the NCSA Selection Committee (Board of Directors of NCSA) no 
later than early/mid-February. 

Four (4) additional assistant coaches (2 for men’s team, 2 for women’s team) will be selected for the staff. Coaches will be selected 
based upon the selected swimmers, and the number of individual events of those swimmers. The final coaches’ assignments will be 
determined and approved by the Selection Committee   


